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 Cloud-based = always on always available.

 View cost centre reports 24/7.

 See who clocked in or out.

 Export timecard data to payroll software.

 Schedule who needs to be at work and when.

 Alert employees of their hours via email.

 Track absences and sickness.

 6 clocking options; fingerprint, facial recognition,

 card, app, browser or phone.
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How uAttend works
Choose your clocking
method and sign-up

View the data, reports
and live dashboard 24/7

Employee clocking data
is automatically sent to
the cloud

uAttend is simple, fast, accurate and cost-effective.
Over 75,000 clockings processed every day.



Cloud-based Monthly Pricing Plans
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 Just pick the plan that corresponds to the number of staff

 who’ll be clocking in.

 If you use our smartphone app, web browser or phone

 for clocking, you can sign-up and start using uAttend

 instantly at no extra cost!

 Need a terminal to stop buddy clocking? Purchase your

 device on our website
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Key Feature

20-49
Employees

£49.99

10-19
Employees

£23.99

50-99
Employees

£79.99

1-9
Employees

£14.99

100+
Employees

£99.99
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Simplify payroll calculations or
offer employees a grace period by
rounding employee clocking.

Keep track of cost centres with
department transfers, so you 
can see where each employee 
worked and for how long.

Schedule your existing 
uAttend employees in a snap. 
Fix when, where, and how 
many employees you need 
and track their attendance.

Get control over remote
timekeeping by ring-fencing which
locations your employees can
clock from.

Export clocking data to your
preferred payroll provider in just 
a few clicks.

Precisely track holidays and
absences, receive and approve
time off requests while sending
notice to the employee.


